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ABSTRACT

One loop corrections to topological field theory in three and four dimensions are
presented. By regularizing determinants, we compute the effective action and /3-function
in four dimensional topological Yang-Mills theory and find that the BRST symmetry is
preserved. Moreover, the minima of the effective action stiil correspond to instanton
configurations. In three dimensions, an analysis of the Chern-Simons theory shows that
the topological nature of the theory is also preserved to this order. In addition, we find
that this theory possesses an extra supersymmetry when quantized in the Landau gauge.
Using dimensional regularization, we then study the Ward identities of the extended BRST
symmetry in the three dimensional topological Yang-Mills-Higgs model.
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November 1988

1 Introduction

In this paper we will deal with the issue of one loop corrections and renor-
malization of topological quantum field theories (TQFT's). Here, te take
TQFT in the broad sense, that is quantum field theories whose ] -rtition
function is metric independent.

The TQFT's introduced by Witten [1,2,3,4] were motivated primarily
by the desire to express topological invariants as correlation functions in
certain quantum field theories. In Witten's topological Yang-Mills theory
[l] for example, one has a field theoretic description of the Donaldson poly-
nomials [5]. More recently, a relation between the Jones polynomial [6] and
three dimensional Chem-Simons theory [4] has been established. There
have been many discussions and extensions of these topological field theo-
ries. In particular, the role of BRST symmetry in these theories has been
fully exhibited [7,8,9,10,11].

As quantum field theories, topological field theories must undergo renor-
malization. An important issue is whether the topological nature of these
models is preserved by the renormalization procedure. This is crucial not
only from the purely mathematical point of view; questions of how and
why symmetries may be broken in four dimensional topological Yang-Milis
theory [1] are of physical relevance if this theory is to correspond to an un-
broken phase of QCD. In [12], Home addressed the renormalization prob-
lem in the case of topological sigma models [2]. One loop corrections to
the ^-functions associated to the metric and complex structure were com-
puted, and it was shown how the topological properties of the model were
preserved in spite of these quantum corrections.

In this paper, we investigate the renormaiization of topological Y ing-
Mills theory [1] in four dimensions, aa well as the associated dimensionally
reduced Yang-Mills-Higgs model [10,13] and the pure Chern-Simons theory
[4] in three dimensions. In the four dimensional mode], we compute the
one loop effective action in an arbitrary Yang-Mills background by regu-
larizing determinants of operators. This analysis is closely linked to that
of Schwarz [14]. We find that although the /J-function does not vanish,
the BRST symmetry is preserved, and the minima of the effective action
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remain the (anti)self-dual instanton configurations. In particular, the par-
tition function - the simplest topological invariant - remains independent
of tii«' coupling constant. Similarly, the topological nature of the three di-
mensional pure Chern-Simons theory is preserved at this order. We also
discover a new abelian global sapersymmetry in this model when quantized
in tlit: Landau gauge. The infinitesimal parameter in the transformation
rules is a (jlrassmann odd spacetime vector. Also in three dimensions, we
s'utiy the Ward identities of the extended BRST symmetry in the topo-
Itigi.-al Y'ang-Miils-Higgs theory. The underlying symmetry of the model is
preserved in dimensional regularizaUon, and we verify the Ward identities
S'or propagators to one loop,

This paper is outlined as follows. In the next section, we begin by
making make some general remarks on topological field theories and their
['•normalization. The four dimensional topoiogica! Yang-Mills theory of
Wilton is treated next, followed by a section on the three dimensional
< hern-Simons theory. Finally, we consider the Ward identities in the three
dimensional topological Ya-ng-Mills-Higga system, and conclude with a dis-
cussion of open problems.

2 General Remarks on TQFT

!ii I.his section, we quickly review those features of the two classes of topolo^-
i=:.il lieki theories (we will call these two classes 'Witters type' and lSchwar7,
type'j which arc pertinent to ar. understanding of how quantum loop effetts
liilffr between them.

hi tht: case of Witten typo theories i!,2,3|, the complete quantum action
is --xjircssible as a BRST commutator, i.e.

JiQ,V} ,
v.hcrc Q is the URST charge, ac<l V is some function of the fielda. This

\<>*:x\ ' ic imles all of the necessary gauge fixing and ghosts, This means that,

(lie Si ( ss energy tensor is also a URST commutator .

7'ofl {<?, y.e) (2)

1 SV

and the topoSogical nature of the theory rests in this fact, since one would
expect that < Tag >- 0 by the BRST invariance of the vacuum. The
question of interest is then whether the above considerations are also \.iw
at the quantum level. In particular, in the renormalized theory,

this is required for the results to be metric independent Recall l.Kat I.Us

stress energy tensor (in a background) is the /^-function multip'yinr.', I hi

<Lppropriate variation of the action. One might then expert that a HOM-ZIT^

ij-fiinction is a signal for the breakdown of the BRST symmetry. This >:;

not necessarily the case, as may be seen from the work of Horm^ ]\2 , liKl

•i!i we will siibspqueutly discuss.

The Schwara type theories J15,1] arc of a. cliifprciil riat.iir:', '","•" ' : •

i !;v;sic<il action is not a BRST commutator , bin is neveitru'levi ri> : : i : ,,,

ilfpondcut. The example of currwr.l interest U the I'hrsti- >nr.i.v.^ ;,u- :

three dimensions [A\:

( o t h e r e x a m p l e s a l s o r e l a t e d t o R a y S i n g e r t o r s i o n j H i ] ; n : i y i ' f iV:i>i>ii ii> 1

p a p e r s o f S c h w a r i [ I S ] ) . G a t s g e f i x i n g o f (•!) a m o u n t s \.o t i n : a d , ! j ( i ' > . i ••:

U R S T c o m m u t a t o r , i . e .

.% S, i {Q,F) f;

for a n a p p r o p r i a t e F ( s e e S e c t i o n 4 } . T h e Q a p p e a r i n g h e r e is <>\ n , j i :

q u i t e d i f f e r en t t h a n in t h e p r e v i o u s m o d e l . Mow, on<•<• ;ii.:ii,ii! tru .h-c.-

' ' i i r r e y t e n s o r is a B R S T c o m m u t a t o r :

' / • „ . , •

6F

wil.ii the entire coiuriljution coining from t.hi; ghosts antJ i;ii;.;j.;r rJMii

The UliST invarianrc of the (rrticrating func.tioriai offers a (TiiiV-rrn



of proving the metric independence of the Ray-Singer torsion. [17]. Since
the symmetry generated by Q in this model is just the ordinary Yang-Mills
type, we do not expect this symmetry to be broken at the quantum level.
This is not an issue, as it is in the Witten type models. Here .he question
arises as to whether tb -e is a need to introduce F7 type counterterma in
the action. Such a gauge invariant term is yermissible, but spells disaster
for the metric independence of the theory. This whole question is avoided
in an axial gauge, say Aa — 0, aa then the theory reduces to a Gaussian.
The results in covariant gauges are that up to and including two loops,
there is no need for F1 type counterterms. A more complete discussion is
to be found in Section 4.

3 Topological Yang-Mills Theory at One Loop

In (7j, Labastida and Pernici constructed Witten's topological Yang-Mills
theory as the BRST quantization of & classical system whose equations of
motion are the instanton equations. Since the classical action they consid-
ered (the First term in equation (7}) had an unusually large gauge symmetry,
the quantization was carried out using the Batatin-Vilkovisky [18] proce-
dure. Their solution to the master equation [18] is given by:

j 7>{i(F + - G)a/)(F
+ - G)- ' 4 A-a(D

ac -

b'd- \'{2ir, + \c, A]) +r,'{±\4>, A| + {<;, r,})) .

The fn-lds GaP, xae> F^fi satisfy the duality constraint:

(7)

G^ •- i w C " " - Gt$ , (8)

and the Grasamann character of the fields {Aa,Ga/},xl}a!c,4>^Xnfi,b,X,dag,d,rj)
is f -< , i , - , — , + , —, • • , 4 ' , + , + , — ) . T h e c u r v a t u r e a n d covar iant der iva t ive

are given by:

A,

To complete the gauge fixing, a choice of 'gauge fermion' [18] is required.
Since we are ultimately interested in perturbing the Yang-MilLs field A
around some background Ae, we take the gauge fermion 'p to be:

2 2 2

Here, the covariant derivative Da(Ac) is aa in (9), except that one replaces
A by the background Ae. The quantum action that one can tnke into the
Fcynman path integral is then given by |18,7|;

$ < =•-" (Ui

4 \

We have already carried out the path integral over the LaRjrange niiiitipSicr
fields d and dap. One should also take note of the distinction between those
derivatives in (II) which are covariant with respect to the background Ar

and those which contain the field A.

For the purposes of a one loop calculation, we next decompose the
Yang-Mills field A into a background and a quantum part:

A - Ac 4 A, (1

and consider the terms in S^ which are quadratic in the quantum fields:

1 • i ! • i

-Aqa(l) [Ac)6
a (1 — —) D^(AC)/Jr f/1,.̂ ] ,4,.̂

2 o; '
4 A*aJrtCF'-a'>(Ar)Ai

<lt> \ bDa(Ar){O°{A,)c u'.")
(IS)



The other fields in S, are not given a background component. If we make
the simpie field redefinition:

ft' = n + b ,

an 1 choose the gauge a — 1, (13) reduces to:

(H)

(15)

For simplicity of notation, we have omitted the quantum label j on A as
well as the indication that all covariant derivatives in (15) are with respect
to the background Ac.

One loop corrections to the effective action can be represented as de-
terminants of operators [14]- The terms in the effective action arising from
the AA, be and \tj> determinants are straightforward, yielding simply:

log (16)

the determinants of the 6c and \<j> systems have cancelled. The remaining
terms in Sj1 ' proportional to \(/a can be written as:

(•>• * - ) ( i s : -iDf (17}

where we have used the self-duality of X<ZB t o eliminate the Xij components.
The operator occuring in (17) is then a linear map:

T : A1 —> A0 © A* (18)

from the space of 1-forms A1 to the space of O-forms and self-dual 2-forms.
The difficulty here is that the operator T is not a map of a space into itself,
so the determinant ia not simply denned. Following [14], we consider the
adjoint operator:

: \ © A . A 1

A
(19)

and form the product:

T'T : A1 —> A1 . (20)

In this case, the determinant of T'T can be denned, and one takes |Hj:

tog dttr,,(T) = -log detr,,[T'T) , (21)

for the regularized determinants. The determinant of T'T can be repre-
sented as the path integral over ^>" of:

zp{f f (TT) a ( /} = exp{- f

Notice that the noncovariant nature of (17) has disappeared, and the effec-
tive action to one loop ia given by:

= S[AC) (23)

In deriving (23), we have presumed that there are no zero modes associated
with the map T. Schwarz [14] has shown that the adjoint T' has no zero
modes and that the index of T is proportional to the formal dimension
of the moduli space. When the formal dimension of the moduli space is
not zero Z vanishes; in this case to get a nonzero result one needs to take
the expectation value of an operator with the appropriate ghost number
[1]. We confine ourselves to the case when the formal dimension equals the
actual dimension.

We choose to regularize these determinants by using the proper time
representation. The one loop contribution to the effective action can be
written as:

2 L (24)

where f is a cutoff parameter. In evaluating (24), one finds a divergent
term proportional to 1/e, and one can compute it using the Schwins^r-
DeWitt expansion for the heat kernel. The coefficients in this asymptotic
expansion have been given by Gilkey [20] for general operators of the form



D1 + X. We see that the relevant coefficient here is the a3 coefficient
and that the combination of the two terms in (24) generates a term in
the effective action which is proportional to (i r +)1 . The coefficient of this
divergent contribution is the /^-function and haa the usual Yang-Mills value,
but here it is (F + ) J rather than F a which is renormalized. This is essential
in preserving the topological nature of the model, as it 13 (F+)1 which enters
the classical action. This result is in conflict with [21], where it was claimed
that only a counterterm for F* was required. This disagreement can be
traced to the manner in which the x ~*t ~ i> system was treated. In [21], an
identification was made between the spaces A1 and A0 © A .̂; although the
identification of different irreducible representations of the Lorentz group is
illegitimate the calculation may have yielded the correct result. However,
one knows from the work of Schwarz [14] and the calculation presented
above that this is not the case.

4 Three Dimensional Chern-Simons Theory

Schwarz has shown that the Ray-Singer torsion (and its generalizations)
may be represented by path integrals. How this enters into Witten's for-
mulation of Jones pol) normals and for the gauge theory formulation of
three dimensional gravity is as follows. The Chern-Simons action in three
dimensions is given by

S = ~lTr{AAdA + ̂ AAA^A) , (25)

where k £ Z so that eiS is inert under "large" gauge transformations,
[19]- Expanding about a classical solution Fa0(Ac) = 0 and introducing a
background gauge fixing as described in the previous section, one finds that
the action takes the form

(26)

Notice that both the gauge fixing and ghost terms introduce a metric de-
pendence. As in the previous section, we denote the field A? by A" for

convenience.

The stationary phase (one-loop) approximation for large k leads to

r{e-"UJ>,(J4«)A, + dDa(Ae}Aa + bD"(Ac)Da(Ac)e) ,
(27)

whose path integral is the ratio of determinants that Schwarz used to rep-
resent the Ray-Singer torsion [I5j.

Here we are interested in the Chern-Simons theory in a covariant Landau
gauge (i.e. we choose a = 0). In the axial type gauge, the theory reduces to
a Gaussian as there are no interaction terms in such a gauge. This is not the
caae for the covariant gauge. However, we find that in the Landau gauge
there exists an extra global supersymmetry besides the BRST symmetry.
If this is preserved at the quantum level it will impose tight constraints on
the theory. Before discussing this symmetry further, let us first remark on
the regularization of this theory.

In dealing with the Chern-Sin.ons action (both for the Jones and gravity
models) the first question that arises is one of regularization. We shall use
dimensional regularization and write the dimensionally extended action as

5, = J d*TTr{»a^{ 0, A,]) + dd.A + bd.Dc} . (28)

Here S"^1 is a totally antisymmetric tensor in d dimensions with the prop-
erty that 0"^ —» t"^ as d —• 3 much faster than any power of (d - 3).
Within dimensional regularization, anomalies have traditionally manifested
themselves at the level of the variation of the dimensionally extended action.
This is the case for both chirat and conformal anomalies [22]. However, one
can easily check that the dimensionally extended Chern-Simons action is
still invariant under gauge transformations (which themselves are not al-
tered in this regularization scheme). As a result we do not expect the gauge
symmetry to suffer.

We shall work in a flat background (i.e. g^, = *,,„). To one-loop within
dimensional regttlarization there are no divergences in the momentiim inte-
grals so we can set fl™""1 = t""1. There are two diagrams which contribute
to the one-loop inverse gauge propagator. These are given as usual by a



diagram with an internal gauge boson loop and one with an internal ghost
loop. Using the Feynman rules one finds that these contributions cancel
against each other. Hence the one-loop inverse gauge boson propagator
remains bare. Puthermore the same is true for the one-loop inverse ghost
propagator. We shall see shortly that there is a reason why both the gauge
and ghost inverse propagators vanish.

At two loops there are three diagrams to compute for the inverse gauge
propagator. The tensor structure of each of these is e*""'kf where it, is the
external momentum. One can check that each of these diagrams is finite
and thus there are no ultraviolet divergences to two loops.

We now discuss the rather surprising extra invariance of the quantum
action (28), with fl""1 replaced by i"^. The symmetry is a global super-
symmetry with transformation rules given by

SAl ^i^d^ (29)
6b° = -(°A'a
6c' = 0

6d° = -*"(A,«0" .
where t" is a constant anticommuting vector parameter. It is straightfor-
ward to check that this is indeed a symmetry of the action (28) in the
Landau gauge. This is reminiscent of the usual super Yang-Mills trans-
formations, only here it is the bosonic field A which has first order field
equations, while the classical equations for the Grassmann odd fields b and
c are of second order. Since there are no spinors in this theory, one is led to
consider infinitesimal transformations with an odd vector parameter. In the
present case however, the anticommutator of two supersymmetry charges
vanishes.

One may now derive the associated Ward identities for this symmetry.
Here we just note that providing this symmetry is preserved at the quantum
level, then combining it with the usual Ward identities we are led to

' "*6A"6A>~y"' d*~> SbSc • ( 3 0 )

We see that this relation explains why when either the gauge or ghost in-
verse propagator vanishes, the other is automatically zero. These manipu-
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lations are really only valid if there are no anomalies in this extra symn Ary.
One cannot be certain of this as the transformations involve the t symbol.
This means that the dimensionally extended action is not invariant under
these transformations. However, an anomaly will only arise if there is a
divergent loop integral involved, which may not be the case here because
of the fact that the dimension is odd.

Finally, an interesting feature of this symmetry is that one may now
rewrite the Schwinger-Dyson equations solely in terms of the ghosts (thus
eliminating the Lorentz tensor structure). We have from (30)

(31)

and this fixes the Lorentz structure of the A field inverse propagator.

5 Ward Identities In 3d Topological Field
Theory

In this section we will study the renormalization of the three-dimensional
Yang-Mills-Higgs model introduced in [10,13). Since this model arises as
the dimensional reduction of the 4d model it is clear from section 3 that
the topological nature of the 3d model will also be preserved at the 1-loop
level. However since we know that there are no divergences at the 1-loop
level in three dimensions we can in fact use dimensional regularization in
this case (we will discuss this point in more detail below). This allows us
to explicitly verify that 'he Ward identities encoding the BRST symmetry
of the model are indeed satisfied at the 1-loop level. We shall restrict our
attention here to the Ward identities involving the 2-point functions.

The most convenient form of the Ward identities is obtained when the
BRST transformations are nilpotent off-shell. These are derived from those
given in [10] upon elimination of the Ga field. We have

6Aa = €{Dae-rl>a)

11
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Su = - e (p+
6it>a = t{Da<p

bp = -c[\<l>,

SX = -

i{e,

Given this set of transformation rules (via the Batalin-Vilkovisky pro-
cedure) we can now derive the quantum action in the usual way as

S, = Hx«{^ta^Fl>'' + A>« - ~<U (33)
it i

i L/ aft A J\ 1 Y\a i 1

+ 6(3 Aa on) + \D tjia} ,
2

where a is the usual Yang-Mills gauge fixing parameter. At this point we
can justify our use of dimensional regularization. If we replace eag^ in (33)
with an antisymmetric tensor 0a£i then clearly the action is still invariant
in n dimensions; also the BRST transformations (32) do not involve the t
symbol. One may worry that a term proportional to (Sag^F^)1 may be
generated; however since there are no 1-loop divergences this is not the
case.

From (33) we obtain the following expression for the action including
source terms for the fundamental fields and also composite sources for the
non-linear transformations in (32)

(34)

+ Dap + \i,a, u)

Dau\] + b(-d.Dc +

a,Vv}) + d[d.A - ^a

12

Xa + l<t> + Mb
S"{Dac - 0B)

,uj

JaA
a

M"d
S(p

The sources for the fields {Aa,u, i)a,P,Xa,<t>, b,da,c, A,ii,rj) are given by
[Ja, J,Ka,K,La,L,M,MatN,P,Q,R) with statistics and ghost numbers
( + , + , - , - , - , + , - , + , - , + , + , - ) and (0,0,-1,-1,1,-2,1,0,-1,2,0,1)
respectively. The composite sources are [Sa,S,Ta,T,Y,V) with statistics
and ghost numbers given by ( - , - ,+ ,+ , - ,+ ) and (-1, -1 , -2 , -2 , -3 , -2)
respectively.

We can now define the unconnected and connected generating function-
als Z and W by

Z[Ja R;Sa,...,V] = (36)

where we have denoted the integration variables collectively by *. The 1PI
generating functional is then defined via the Legendre transform of W as

W{Jai...,R;Sa,...,V\ = T[Aa r,; Sa,..., V\ -l-J(JaAa Rv) . (36)

We note that the composite sources do not undergo a Legendre transfor-
mation. The field and source variables are therefore related by the following
rules

6W

6T

ST

The relations (37) hold for general bosonic, fermionic and composite vari-
ables respectively. We can now proceed in standard fashion to derive the

13



relevant Ward identity for the BRST symmetry of this theory. Using (32),
we find

f , AT AT 6T 61 61 41 AT 61

° = J Z T^6Aa6S" ~~JuTs + Ha&T" ~TpJf

&Xa 6<ji 6Y 6b 6c 6V SX

(38)

In order to proceed with the verification of the Ward identities (38) we
need to derive the Feynman rules for the theory. The full set of propagators
and vertices for the fields and composite sources can be read off in the
usual manner from the action (34).They are however too numerous to list
in detail here. We will restrict ourselves to giving the propagators for the
fundamental fields in the theory. We find that the free connected generating
functional

Wo = - i ( (39)

- P(x)As(x-i,)L(y)

where the bosonic, scalar and fermionic propagators are given respectively
by

-itaMp-> 0 ipa 0
0 -ipg 1 0

ip8 0 0 0

(40)

(41)

0

ipa 0
0 0
1 1

(42)

Each of the propagators above is diagonal in the group indices. Our Fourier
transform conventions are the following

(43)

14

f{p) =

As mentioned above, we shall restrict our attention to the verification
of those Ward identities involving only the propagators. It is convenient to
work in the a = 1 gauge. At the 1-Ioop level there are 15 such identities,
3 of which are trivially verified as consequences of the b and d equations of
motion. The two most non- trivial identities are those obtained from (38)
upon differentiation with respect to (Ap(x},c[y)) and (.^(z),i/t7(y)) and
then setting the fields to zero. The former identity takes the form

° = /*<i
g'r[o]

z) Su^SA^S^SSiz)1 ' v '

Due to the fact that the tree-level inverse propagators vanish for (A$, Aa),
{Ap,u) and (S, c) the identity (44) reduces to the requirement that the
1-loop (Ap,Aa) inverse propagator is transverse. There are in fact 16 dia-
grams to compute in this case but straightforward use of the Feynman rules
shows that the identity above is indeed satisfied at the 1-loop level. It is
perhaps worth noting that contained within this identity is the requirement
that the Yang-Mills symmetry of the theory is preserved at the quantum
level. This manifests itself in the fact that the subset of diagrams involving
the fields (Aa,da,ti,d,b,c) cancel among themselves, aa expected.

The {A, A) inverse propagator is subject to an even stronger constraint
as can be seen by replacing c(y) by i>-,(y) in (44). This identity actually
asserts that the (A, A) inverse propagator vanishes to one loop order. Again
straightforward use of the Feynman rules shows that this is indeed the case.
Verification of the Ward identities obtained by differentiating (38) with
respect to (u, 0) and (tt, A] also shows that the (t,A) and (u,u) inverse
propagators vanish to one loop.

It is worth mentioning that in the actual verification of the Ward identi-
ties the use of dimensional regularization is required on only a few occasions.
Many of the identities are satisfied through miraculous cancellations and
without having to perform the momentum integrals. However, for the case
of (44) and its counterpart with c(y) replaced by i>-,{y), the monentum
integrals need to be performed explicitly in order to verify the identities.

15



6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper we have investigated one-loop corrections to topological quan-
tum field theories. In the four dimensional Yang-Mills theory we computed
the one-loop effective action in an arbitrary Yang-Mills background. We
found that the BRST symmetry of the model was preserved at this or-
der even though the ^-function did not vanish. We also showed that the
minima of the effective action remained at the self-dual instanton configu-
rations. In three dimensions we studied the Chern-SimonB theory and also
the Yang-Mills-Higgs model. In the Chern-Simons case we found that again
the topological nature of the model was preserved at the one-loop order.
We also discovered a new global supersymmetry which was present in the
Landau gauge. For the Yang-Mills-Higgs model we explicitly verified the
Ward identities for propagators to one-loop order.

Clearly the renormalization program for these TQFT's deserves futher
study. In particular, it would be interesting to examine higher order cor-
rections in order to see if the symmetry is preserved to all loop orders.
The topological gravity models in two and four dimensions [3] also need
to be examined. As mentioned above the Chem-Simons theory in three
dimensions possesses a surprising extra global supersymmetry in the Lan-
dau gauge. We found that the presence of this symmetry fixed the Lorentz
structure of the A field inverse propagator. We need to know if this symme-
try is preserved by the renormalization procedure. If this is the case then
we can conclude that there is no need for F* counterterms in the theory.
Finally, the verification of the Ward identities encoding the BRST symme-
try in the 4d model is also a problem worth futher investigation. Here one
must include backgrounds for all the ghost fie'ds as well as the A field. We
are currently studying some of these problems.
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